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What is the Central Laser Facility?

• 110 staff

• World Leading infrastructure

• Blue Sky Research & Applications

• Develop Laser systems & Experimental 
target areas.

• Flexible Operational facility – oversubscribed 
and access is peer reviewed.

• Worldwide collaborations on experiments.

•HiPL campaigns 5-6weeks long 
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•8 Beam CPA Laser
•3 Target Areas
•3 kJ Energy
•1 PW Power

Vulcan Laser Facility
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An International Community…
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High Power Lasers …

•CLF is a global 
leader in the 
development, science 
and application of 
high power lasers

•Internationally 
Leading User 
Community 

•Very vibrant area of 
research, with major 
investment underway

•Timely and strategic 
investment in 
upgrades

steve.blake@stfc.ac.uk   ● www.clf.rl.ac.uk
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CLF Innovation - keeping us safe ...

CLF proprietary “see 
through” technology 
developed into bottle 
scanner by CLF’s spinout 
Cobalt 

See through even opaque (e.g. 
white plastic) bottles

Passed EU certification tests 
(ECAC)

Trials underway at major Europen
airports (LHR, MAD, FRA...)

Timely with the anticipated lift of 
the restriction on carrying liquids 
at EU airports in April 2013

Derived from BBSRC funded work 
on time resolved Raman 
spectroscopy – Kerr gating TR3
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CLF Innovation
• 10 exploitable patents in the last 5 years 
based on “See through” technology
• Acted on these patents 

• Pharma- products – already £M’s 

• NHS clinical trials underway to see 
through skin to diagnose bone conditions 
• Impact - Osteoporosis

• 1 in 3 women over 50 
• £1.7 Billion per annum to NHS

• Non-invasive tumour identification 
research 
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Treatment for Cancer

Ion/Proton Therapy
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Lasers for Fusion
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HPL Pioneering Science

•Grants access to extreme 
conditions  that otherwise could 
not be produced in a controlled 
way. Extremes of pressure, 
density, temperature, B-Field, E-
Field,

•Give rise to sources with 
unique properties – γ-ray, X-ray, 
e-, p+, ion, n0
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Big science and chamber size
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Why is Vacuum Important?
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Vacuum levels and the challenges

General beam prop <1x10-2mbar

Compression chambers <5x10-6mbar

Interaction Chambers <1x10-4mbar.

Ultra-Fast XUV systems <1x10-11
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Future upgrades
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Extreme Light Infrastructure
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Conclusion

•Targeting main challenges:
Security; Energy; Global warming & Health

•Previously research focused – Encouraged to explore 
applications – UK Recovery.

•Continue to deliver high impact science with a growing 
user community. 

•World leading status is potentially under threat from 
the ELI infrastructure underway.
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Questions?
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DiPOLE

Diode pumping?

Generate revenue for the UK
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· Introduction to Facility/Project – Big Science!
· Overview of that facility/project

· Main Body of Talk - Detailed comments about Vacuum, why it’s 
important, the challenges faced in designing the vacuum system, 

some design solutions could be presented, vacuum levels required, volume 
to be pumped, material choice etc......

· Conclusion – to include an outline of the goals of the facility/project, 
why are you doing it, what are you really hoping to achieve, confidence 

factor in achieving goals (or results if already gained), IMPACT (why should 
the tax payer support us??, public money ££) – ‘Big Science’ = Value for 

money? 
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Abstract.

The Central Laser Facility (CLF) is home to some of the most intense lasers in the world.  These lasers are used to 
create extreme conditions in the lab such as simulating high pressures and temperatures similar to that found at 
centre of a star allowing fundamental physics research to be carried out.  Some of the research that is undertaken 

here targets key global challenges such as energy, environment, homeland security; etc.  

Scientists from all over the world submit proposals which are peer reviewed to select the highest impact 
experiments to be given access.  We are significantly oversubscribed.  Experiments are generally permitted 5-6 

weeks of facility time to complete their run before returning to their university to document their findings.  Many 
PhD’s rely on good results from one experimental slot and the CLF staff support the experiments throughout the 

entire life cycle.  In the background there are significant maintenance and development programmes to ensure the 
reliability and continuous cutting edge facility development.

In terms of vacuum many lasers are so intense that vacuum systems are required from early in the laser chain the 
whole way through to the diagnostics on the final chamber.  Without the vacuum the laser beam cannot retain its 

properties during propagation.  The vacuum chambers range in size from small 0.2m3 vessels to 20m3 and 100m3

vessels.  Some need to be kept under vacuum to prevent misalignment and weeks of downtime.  Some are cycled 
upwards of 8 times a day.  The target materials vapourised at the interaction could be: gas injected at upwards of 
150bar; liquids; cryogenic targets and solid targets; many of which are not vacuum friendly.  In many cases good 
vacuum practices cannot be fully adhered to because of practical personnel reasons and this introduces additional 

burden on the vacuum systems.  Therefore, brute-force approach to pumping is often deployed.  Many of the 
systems operate between 10-3mbar and 10-6mbar but there are some which operate in the 10-10mbar regime to 

permit material research.  This all leads to a diverse range of requirements, solutions and ultimately infrastructure.  
In this talk I will describe in more detail some of the vacuum systems used in these facilities.
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Central Laser Facility

•Develops and operates state-of-the-art laser facilities 
for a national and international User community

• Worlds most powerful “High Power Lasers” for access to 
extreme conditions and applications

• “Lasers for Science” in the RCUK Research Complex for 
specialised systems in the bio-, life – and physical sciences

• Centre for Advanced Laser Technology and Applications 
(CALTA)

•Globally leading capability and community

• Provides high levels of support

•Strongly aligned to Global Challenges

• Energy, Health, Security, … 

•Innovation healthy 

• Many Patents ; Involvement in 9 spinout companies
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VS-3
PROGRAMME – Day 2 Meeting No 3
Big Science/Large Vacuum Systems – goals, challenges , choices, 
solutions
09:00 REGISTRATION
Session 1:
Chair TBC
10:00 Opening Remarks

Joe Herbert – Accelerator Science and Technology Centre, Sci-Tech Daresbury.
10:05 INVITED TALK
Latest Status of the Cyclotron Vacuum System at TRI UMF
Dimo Yosifov, TRIUMF, Canada.
10:35 Vacuum for Laser s (Title to be confirmed)

Steve Blake, Central Laser Facility, Harwell Oxford
10:55 Vacuum Requirements & Challenges on ISIS – The UK’s Largest High 
Vacuum Research Facility

Sunil Patel – ISIS, Harwell Oxford.
11:15 Drinks Break and Exhibition (30 minutes)
Session 2: 
Chair TBC
11:45 Diamond Light Source Vacuum (Title to be confirmed)

Matthew Cox – Diamond Light Source, Harwell Oxford
12:05 Vacuum for Fusion

Paul Flower – Culham Centre for Fusion Energy, Culham
12:25 The Electron Beam Test Facility (EBTF) at Sci-Tech Daresbury

Joe Herbert – Accelerator Science and Technology Centre, Sci-Tech Daresbury.
12:45 closing remarks – Joe Herbert
12:50 Meeting close
12:50 LUNCH and Exhibition
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